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ETC Pupillage Policy re COVID-19 Action  

1. This policy when in force during periods of national lock down, or when the HoC and 

ETC Heads confirm that it applies, must be applied by all pupils, probationary tenants 

and pupil supervisors until further notice. It will be reviewed and updated regularly. It 

has been agreed by the Head of ETC, the HoC, CRV, TFQC and Mark Bennett.  

 

Policy intention 

2. Our firm commitment is to ensure in so far as it is reasonably practicable that all pupils 

and probationary tenants continue to progress through their pupillage with a view to 

qualifying in January 2023, and thereafter during their probationary tenancy period, to 

provide continuing support and guidance during these stressful and worrying times.  

 

3. At all times all pupils, probationary tenants, along with pupil supervisors, should 

continue to follow Government, Bar Council, BSB, Chambers’ and other guidance 

when assessing what steps should be taken to reduce the risk of infection and spreading 

COVID-19. Each pupil and supervisor in addition is personally responsible for ensuring 

they comply with any guidance provided specifically by the Bar Council and BSB in 

relation to pupillage delivery. 

 

Chambers working 

4. All pupils and probationary tenants are encouraged not to attend Chambers to work. 

There is no expectation that any pupil visits or works from Chambers. 

 

5. We will provide all pupils and probationary tenants with blue counsel note books, 

printing and shredding facilities which will be paid for by Chambers, as applicable and 
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as required. No pupil will be expected to pay necessary and additional costs because 

they are having to work from home. 

 

Pupil supervisors or pupils becoming ill  

6. If a supervisor becomes ill or is unable to fulfil the role of continuing to act as a pupil 

supervisor, then the ETC Heads (etcheads@18rlc.co.uk) should be contacted 

immediately. In the event that a current supervisor is unable to continue with pupillage 

for more than 21 days the ETC will consider appointing a replacement supervisor. 

During any period of illness it may be necessary for a substitute supervisor to act who 

will be appointed by the ETC Heads.  

 

7. If a pupil or probationary tenant has to self-isolate or becomes ill then please notify the 

ETC Heads, your supervisor and Mark Bennett as soon as practicable.  

 

Court work  

8. Chambers appreciates and acknowledges the pressures faced by pupils wanting to 

impress and act professionally at all times during pupillage.  

 

9. All Government, including Public Health England [PHE], guidance to do with Covid-

19 must be followed by pupils on a daily basis including the carrying out of social 

distancing. 

 

10. The expectation of Chambers is that a pupil and probationary tenant, like all members 

of Chambers, is categorised as a ‘key worker’ by the Government and will attend court 

if  instructed to do so, but only to the extent such physical attendance is consistent with  

current guidance issued by HMG (including HMCtS), LCJ, SPJ and/or the Court.. 
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11. If a pupil or probationary tenant accepts an instruction/brief, as with any other member 

of Chambers, then they are professionally required to act and but should only physically 

attend court to the extent required by the guidance in paragraph 10 above, unless they 

can properly return the instructions in accordance with their professional obligations, 

and/or become unwell or have to self-isolate.  All other appearances should be 

conducted remotely consistent with the said guidance.  

 

12. If a brief or instruction is not accepted by a pupil or probationary tenant then it is open 

to the pupil to inform the clerks that they are not prepared to attend court but in such a 

case they should be prepared to explain their reasoning.  This is necessary to ensure the 

pupil has properly considered their professional obligations in the Bar Handbook.  

Before deciding not to accept a brief or instruction, the pupil must  consider whether 

they could fulfil their professional obligations by using the court’s video-link or 

telephone facilities to appear remotely and consider applicable guidance from the 

sources outlined above. 

 

13. It is a personal decision for each pupil or probationary tenant, after consultation with 

their pupil supervisor and applying this guidance, whether they decide to attend court 

or other professional commitments.   

 

14. It is each pupil’s personal responsibility to ensure that Chambers is notified of any high 

risk factors, or personal risk matters, which necessitate non-attendance at court in 

accordance with Government and PHE  guidance. We recognise that such 

circumstances can change day to day.  

 

Advocacy training 
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15. Advocacy training will continue and will be carried out either in person or using Zoom, 

Skype or any alternative remote video platform, depending upon government advice.   

 

Working for other members of Chambers 

16. Pupils and probationary tenants are encouraged to continue working for other members 

of Chambers, and supervisors are asked to assist and promote this work.  

 

17. If a pupil /  probationary tenant completes a piece of work for a member, it is a 

compulsory requirement for the member to complete and return a feedback form to 

Crystal and the relevant pupil so that the pupil can learn from the work and demonstrate 

satisfaction of the Professional Statement Competences.   

 

Instructions for current pupils supervisors:  

18. All current pupil supervisors must carry out the following essential roles and 

responsibilities during the COVID-19 crisis: 

 

a. Review regularly with your pupil the AETO framework and the RLC Training 

Programme for Pupils and appendices – in particular Appx A which contains 

the Professional Statement Competences and Part 2C of the Bar Qualification 

Manual. This review should be with a view to determining what alternative 

training supervisors can provide, set up, direct, and oversee in the event that 

court attendance is again reduced.  

 

b. Supervisors and pupils should identify gaps in the pupil’s training and how this 

can be addressed if the pupil is not going to court.  Appx A to the Training 
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Programme for Pupils will help because it gives some examples of how 

competences can be met.   

 

c. Communicating with pupils regularly and preferably by Skype or similar 

technology. We have Skype, Teams and Zoom set up which all supervisors and 

pupils should be accessing and have available. 

 

d. Setting more written exercises. 

e. Making use of any e-learning resources. 

f. Regular reviews of professional competences. 

g. Providing work for pupils to complete.  

h. Remote training. 

 

19. If pupil supervisors identify a particular type of training which can be provided by other 

members of chambers, e.g. webinars, they are encouraged to ask for such assistance or 

provide their ideas for training to the ETC. 

 

Chambers support 

20. A WhatsApp group for all pupils and some junior tenants has been set up to ensure easy 

access to advice or to raise any concerns.  

 

21. At any time all pupils can contact Genevieve Reed, the ETC Heads (Jane Oldfield, 

Felicia Davy and Emma Gargitter) or any member of the ETC for guidance, support 

and assistance.  

 

22. Financial matters 
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23. We shall be monitoring each pupils’ earnings as usual.  

  

24. TIn the event that a pupil’s billable fees are restricted by reason of court closure, or a 

reduction in hearings, or the unavailability of other fee paid work,  or through medical 

reasons then Chambers will put in place measures to ensure they are paid a regular 

income up to the amount of the earnings guarantee.  Chambers will monitor this 

position closely and act accordingly when circumstances so demand.   

 

Extension to pupillage 

25. We will work as hard as we reasonably can to ensure that all pupils are able to qualify 

at the completion of the 12 month period of pupillage.  

 

26. If a pupil is unable to complete to the required threshold standard sufficient training to 

meet the competences in the Professional Statement, or if for any reason we consider 

that a pupillage period should reasonably be extended, then a decision will be made by 

Chambers in consultation with the pupil.  

 

27. In the event that a pupillage is extended then Chambers will continue to meet its 

obligations to fund the pupil during any such period in accordance with the BSB 

guidance issued on 20.3.20.  

 

GDPR and Data protection 

Pupils are reminded of their obligations to comply with GDPR law and guidance, and 

Chambers’ policies if working from home, particularly with regard to shredding 

confidential waste. 
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28. Other sources of information:  

 

BSB Guidance: https://www.barstandardsboard.org.uk/training-

qualification/becoming-a-barrister/pupillage-component/covid-19-and-pupillage-

faqs.html 
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